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1. Introduction
It is one of basic problems in differential geometry to find geometric conditions
that determine the congruence class of a submanifold of a given manifold. For exam-
ple, a general hypersurface of n-dimensional Euclidean space R n is determined up to
congruence by its first and second fundamental forms. It is another classical result that
for a certain generic hypersurfaces of R n (n > 4), the first fundamental form alone
is sufficient to determine the congruence class. On the other hand, we know some
remarkable facts in the complex-analytic case. First, any complex submanifold of a
complex space form has the metric rigidity, i.e., it is determined up to congruence by
its first fundamental form alone (the rigidity theorem of Calabi [1]). Secondly, Green
[2] asserts even if the ambient space 5 is a general Kahler manifold with real-analytic
Kahler metric, a certain generic holomorphic mapping (a "nondegenerate" mapping in
his terminology) into it has the local metric rigidity: There is actually shown the exis-
tence of such a finite-dimensional family of local real-analytic hypersurfaces of S that
a holomorphic mapping into S has the local metric rigidity unless its image lies in any
of them. Only one cannot find any geometric conditions that assure the nondegeneracy
for a mapping.
In this article, we shall give local differential-geometric conditions that determine
the congruence class of a holomorphic mapping into a Hermitian symmetric space un-
der considerably general settings. For a technical reason, we have to restrict ourselves
to the case where mappings are infinίtesimally full in our sense. In particular we cannot
deal with totally geodesic complex submanifolds. But our results extend Calabi's rigid-
ity theorem to a direction different from [2], since our "infinitesimally full" condition
is equivalent to the "full" condition used in [1] in the case of complex space forms.
2. Preliminaries
Let 5 be a simply connected, complex TV-dimensional Hermitian symmetric space
with metric tensor g. Denote by TS, T*5, and TJ5 the tangent bundle, cotangent
bundle, and tensor bundle of type (r, s) of S respectively. Their complexifications will
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be denoted by TS, T*S, and Tr
s
S respectively. As usual, TS splits into a direct
sum of its complex vector subbundles Γ + 5 and T~S according to the eigenvalues
±>/--ϊ of
 the complex structure J of S respectively. The set of complex vector fields
on S will be denoted by Z(S). Throughout this paper, we always assume that the
Riemannian metric g, curvature tensor R, and the Levi-Civita connection V of S are
complex-linearly extended. So we define the Christoffel symbols Γr
st by
N
(2.1) (V9/dwsd/dwt)g = Σrrst(q)(d/dwr)q, (qeU,l<s,t<N),
r=l
where (ί7; w 1 , . . . , WN) is a local holomoφhic coordinate system valid in an open set
UofS.
Now let M be a complex n-dimensional connected complex manifold and / a
holomorphic mapping of M into 5. Let V be an open set of M. A complex tensor field
Q along f over V of type (r, s) is a smooth cross section of the induced bundle π£ :
f\γTr
s
S —> V, where f\y denotes the restriction of / to V. It may be considered in a
usual way as a smooth mapping p ι—» Qp from V into TrsS such that π£(Qp) — f(p)
for any p G V. Q will be called a complex vector field (resp. complex 1-form) along
/ if (r, s) — (0,1) (resp. (r, s) = (1,0)). The set of complex vector fields along / is
denoted by Z/(Vr), while the set of complex vector fields on V by Z(V). Further, we
denote by Z^(V) (resp. ZJ(V)) the set of elements in Z/(V) which take the values in
T+S (resp. T " 5 ) . An element Z G Z/(V) is called holomorphic if Z G Z+(V) and if
it is holomoφhic as a mapping into Γ + 5 . Let ([/; z 1 , . . . , zn) be a local holomoφhic
coordinate system valid in an open set U of M. Then each f*(d/dz1} is an element
of Z'jCU) and holomoφhic. If f(U) C U, the mapping p ι—> (d/dwr)f^ is an
holomoφhic element of Z^(C7), which we denote by (d/dwr)f. Similarly (d/dwr)f
means an element of ZJ(U). Then every Z G Z/(ί/) can be uniquely expressed as
(2.2) Z =
r=l r=l
Z r and Zr being complex-valued smooth functions on U. Obviously, Z is holomoφhic
if and only if Zr — 0 and Zr is holomoφhic in C7 for each r.
The holomoφhic mapping / gives arise to a covariant differentiation D along /
that is induced from the Levi-Civita connection of S. It is given in terms of local coor-
dinate systems as follows: Let (17; z 1 , . . . , zn) a local holomoφhic coordinate system in
an open set U of M such that f(U) C U. If Z G Z+(£7) and Z = Σ?
=l Z
r
 (d/dwr)f,
then
r = l
(Dd/d-z3Z}p =
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N
r=l
In the following lemma we summarize some basic properties of D that are needed in
later sections.
Lemma 2.1. Let X, Xι,X2e Z(V) and Z, Z l 5 Z 2 , Z 3 G Z/(V).
(i)
-DxJ.Xi-f^X^Xz] = 0,
DXlDX2Z - DX2DXlZ - DlXlιX2]Z =
(ii) DX commutes with the complex structure J of S. In particular, if Z G Zt(V)
(resp. Z G ZJ(V)), then DXZ G Z+(F) (resp. DXZ G ZJ(V)).
(iiϊ) DQ/QZJ Z vanishes if Z is holomorphic.
(iv) D is real: DXZ — D-^Z, where the bars over expressions denote the complex
conjugation.
(v) D leaves both the metric tensor g and curvature tensor R of S invariant:
DXR(Z1,Z2)Z3 =
(vi) If ψ is a complex l-form along f over V, then
(vii) Let F be a holomorphic and isometric transformation of S. Set f — F o / and
denote by D' the covariant differentiation along f . Then F*DχZ — D'XF*Z.
Here we make a further agreement on notation: Let (U\zl, . . . ,zn) be a local
holomorphic coordinate system of M and / a holomorphic mapping of M into S. We
write fj = f*(d/dzi], Dj = Dd/dzj, Dj = DQ/Q^J. For a positive integer α, a multi-
index I of order a is an α-tuple of integers (π, i 2, . . . , ia) with 1 < i 1 ? z2, . . . , ia < n.
The order of a multi-index / will be often denoted by |/|. We denote by J α the set
of multi-indices of order less than or equal to α. If / = (zi, . . . , z
α
), we write DI =
Diλ - - - A α , Djf = // = A , "Dia,Jia9 dlΨ = div - - diaφ = frφ/dz* . ..dz*; φ
being a complex-valued smooth function on U.
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3. A Congruence Theorem for Holomorphic Mappings
Let o be a point of M and ([/; zl, . . . , zn) a local holomorphic coordinate system
around o. We set f(o) = b. Let T / 5 = (π + )~ 1 (6), where π+ is the projection
T + 5 — > 5. For a positive integer α, we define the α-th complex osculating space
Oaf(ό) to / at o as the complex linear subspace of T£S spanned by all the (Dτf)
o
with / 6 J α . We set θ£(o) - 0. If O^(o) - T^S and O ^ o ) ^ T
δ
+5 for a positive
integer d, / is said to be infinitesimally full of order d at o. Further, / is said to be
infinitesimally full if there exists a positive integer d and a point o e M such that / is
infinitesimally full of order d at o.
The following theorem is due to E. Calabi.
Theorem 3.1 (Calabi). Let f and f be holomorphic imbeddings of a connected
complex manifold M into a complex space form S with metric tensor g. If f is full
and if f*g — f'*g on M, then f is also full and there exists uniquely a holomorphic
and isometric transformation F of S such that F o / = f.
The following theorem is our congruence theorem for holomorphic mappings into
a simply connected Hermitian symmetric space.
Theorem 3.2. Let f and f be holomorphic mappings of a connected complex
manifold M into a simply connected Hermitian symmetric space S with metric tensor
g. Let R be the Riemannian curvature of S. Denote by D and D1 the covariant
differentiations along f and f respectively. Let (Ϊ7; z1, . . . , zn) be a local holomorphic
coordinate system around a point o G M. Suppose that f is infinitesimally full of order
d at o. Moreover, suppose that (i) f*g = f*g on U, (ii) R(Dif, DIlf, Dj2f, Dl3f) =
t
,D'IJ'f,DfIσn U(l<i< n, | / ι d - l , |/2 | < d, |/3 | < d-1), and
(iii) R(DIlfJDl2fJDIJ9DIJ)0 = R(D'Ilf,D'l2f>,D'Isf,D'IJ')0 (\IV\ < d,l <
v < 4). Then f is also infinitesimally full of order d at o and there exists uniquely a
holomorphic and isometric transformation F such that F o / = /'.
REMARK 3.1. When S is a complex space form, an imbedding f of M into 5
is said to be full if there exists no proper, totally geodesic complex submanifold of 5
including /(M)(cf. [1]). In Theorem 3.1, one can replace the condition that / is full
by the one that it is infinitesimally full because both conditions are equivalent in this
case, as will be shown in the last section.
Now let / and / ' be holomorphic mapping of M into S. In order to prove The-
orem 3.2, we may assume that f(o) = /'(o), because the group of holomorphic and
isometric transformations of S is transitive and the condition of the theorem does not
change under the group. Let (t7; wl, . . . , WN) be a local holomorphic coordinate sys-
tem around /(o) = o. We may assume that f(U) C U and f'(U) C £7, shrinking U if
it is necessary. Set fr = wrof and fr = wτ o f for r = 1, 2, . . . , N.
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Proposition 3.1. The holomorphic mapping f coincides with f on M if and only
iff(o) = f'(o) and (£>//)0 = (Dfjf)0for all the multi-indices I.
For the proof, we need lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let c be a positive integer. If f(o) = f'(o) and <9//r(o) = <9///r (ό)
for any r = 1, . . . ,7V and I G J c , then (DI(d/dwr)f)0 = (D'I(d/dwr)f>)0 for any
r = 1,...,7V and I <Ξlc.
Proof. By successively differentiating both sides of
s,t
we see that (Dι(d/dwr}f)0 is uniquely determined by the values
such that 0 < α < I/I — 1 and 0 < b < |/|. By the condition, all the values above are
common for f. This means (DI(d/dwr)f)0 = (DJ(0/0w r)//)0. D
Lemma 3.2. Let c be a positive integer. Suppose that f(o) = f'(o) and (Djf)0 =
(DΊf)o far any I G Ic. Then d// r(o) = <9///r (o) for any r = 1, . . . , TV and I G Ic.
Proof. We proceed by induction on c. The assertion is obvious if c = 1. Assume
that we have shown our assertion for positive integer less than c. If / = (ii, . . . , i
c
) ,
we have
(!>,/)„ = (A1 Ac_1Σr/Γc(S/0t«' )/)o
where the summation Σ* *s t a k e n ° v e r certain σ ( l ) , . . . , σ(ά) and r ( l ) , . . . , r(b) such
that 0 < a < c - 2, 1 < b < c - 1, and a + b = c - 1. Equation (3.1) is also valid for
/ ' and D' if we replace / by f and D by D'.
Now suppose that f(ό) = f'(o) and ( D / / ) 0 = (£>//')o for any / G J c . By the
assumption of induction, we have in particular
dκΓ(o) = d
κ
f/r(o) (1 < r < TV, K G J ^ 1 ) ,
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which implies by Lemma 3.1 (D
κ
(d/dwr)
s
)0 = (D'κ(d/dwr)f,)0 (K e Ic'1).
Comparing the above identity (3.1) for / with the corresponding one for /', we have
completing the induction. Π
Proposition 3.1 is now obvious by the above two lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. (i) For any multi-index / and integers j , k (1 < jf, k < ri),
d/dzk
 5(7F, /,,•)= ff(7Wj)
(ii) For any k (1 < k < ri) and multi-index / = ( H , . . . , ί
c
) (c> 2),
£>*// = ΣX7*, //')//-,
where the summation ]Γ* is taken over all Γ — (i
σ
(i), ,V(α-i)> V(α))
I" = (V(i), , iτ(b),i
c
) such that
1 < α, 0<6, a + b = c-l
σ(l) < < σ(α) < c - 1, r(l) < - - - < r(6) < c - 1
(iii) For any k (1 < k < n), multi-indices I (\I\ > 2) and K,
d/dzk g(h, f
κ
) =
 5(77, fktK) + EtfWkttfr, fκ)
Proof. Since fj is holomoφhic, we have (i). We shall show (ii) by induction on
|. If / = (11,^2), we have
showing (ii) in the case |/| = 2. Assume that we have shown (ii) for any / such that
I/I < c. Let / = (^i, , i
c
). Then for any z0, we have
Z-/J
/i< y(i), ,
completing the induction, (iii) follows from (ii).
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Lemma 3.4. For any multi-indices I and K, g(fι,fκ) is uniquely determined
by the junctions g(fi,fj) and g(R(fi>fr)fι»,fκ'} on U such that 1 < ij < n,
I/M/" <\I\,and\K'\<\K\.
Proof. If / = (iι,«2? j*α)> Lemma 3.3 (i) implies that g(fι,fk) is uniquely
determined by g(fi
a
,fk) Then from Lemma 3.3 (iii), we obtain our assertion for
g(fι, JK) by induction on \K\. Π
For a positive intger α, we denote by G(/,α) the set of functions g(fi,fj) and
9(R(fiJΓJJΓvfκ) such that 1 < ij < n, /ι,/ 2 6 Ia~\ and K e Ia.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that there exist multi-indices L\, 1/2,..., LN such that the
set {fLl, /L2, -.., /LN } farms a basis of T^S for every p G U. Set d = maxι<r<jv
|L
r
| . Then for any multi-indices I and K, g(fι,fκ] is uniquely determined by G(f,d).
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, the assertion is obvious if |/| < d and \K\ < d. In
particular, #(/L
r
,/L
s
) is uniquely determined by G(f,d). We next show our assertion
is true in the case where I = L
r
 and K is an arbitrary multi-index. We proceed
by induction on \K\. Assume g(/L
r
,fκ) is determined by G(/, d) if \K\ < c. Let
\K\ = c. If we write /K = Σ
s
 As
κ
fLs with certain functions Asκ on U, then every
As
κ
 is determined by g(/L
r
,fκ) (1 < r < N) and hence by G(/,d) by the assumption
of induction. If \L
r
\ > 2, then by Lemma 3.3(iii),
which shows that g(/L
r
ιfk,κ) is determined by G(/,d). When L
r
 = 1, the same
conclusion follows from Lemma 3.3 (i). Thus our assertion is true for I = L
r
 and
arbitrary K.
Now let / and K be arbitrary multi-indices. Then we have immediately
completing the proof. Π
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let I/ι,L2, . . . ,LN be multi-indices such that the set
{/LI, /L2> ? /LJV} forms a basis of TΪ, ^S for any p e tΛ i/' being an open neigh-
borhood of o included in U. By the conditions (i), (ii), and Lemma 3.4, we have
9(Tι, !κ) = g(7ι, f'κ) f o r any I a n d κ ^ I n Particular, g(fc, / L J - g(f£, f'Lβ)
for any r and s. Then the Gramian det(^(/^ , /£
s
))
r
,s=ι,...,n does not vanish on C/; as
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well as the corresponding one for /. This means that the set {fLι, /£ 2 , . . . , f'LN} also
forms a basis of T ί , ^S for any p G [/'. So / ' is infinitesimally full of order d at o.
Next we shall show the existence of F such that Fof = f. By the conditions (i)
and (ii) together with Lemma 3.5, we have
(3.2) g(h, f
κ
) = gffi, f
κ
) on U' for all / and K.
Let Φ be the unique unitary transformation of T~~S such that Φ(/z,
r
(o)) = /L
r
(°) ^
satisfies Φ((//)0) = (fί)o for any /, because the coefficients of (fι)0 with respect to
the (/L
r
)0 coincide with those of (//)0 with respect to the (f'Lr)0 by (3.2). Moreover
by the condition (iii),
Z2, Z 3 , Z 4 ) = Λ(Φ(Z!), Φ(Z2), Φ(Z3), Φ(Z4))
for any Z ι , Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 G T^S. Now let Φ
R
 be the linear transformation of T
δ
S in-
duced by Φ via the natural isomorphism L : T
δ
S -> T5
+S, ί,(Λ") = ^(X - V^JX). It
is an orthogonal transformation commuting with J
δ
 and leaving R
δ
 invariant. There ex-
ists uniquely an isometric transformation F of 5 such that F(o) = δ and (F*)
δ
 — Φ
R
(cf. [3], Chapter III, Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4). Appropriately modifying the lemma last
cited, we see easily that F is holomorphic. Then from Lemma 2.1 (vii), it follows
((F o / ) 7 ) 0 = F*(//) 0 = (fί)0 for any /. Hence we have F o / = f by Proposi-
tion 3.1.
The uniqueness of F is obvious. Thus we have finished the proof of the theorem.
D
4. Complex submanifolds that are infinitesimally full of order two
In this section, we shall give a more concrete expression of Theorem 3.2 for a
Kahler submanifold of 5 that is infinitesimally full of order two. Let M be a connected
Kahler manifold. Let V M be the Levi-Civita connection of M. We assume that / is a
holomorphic and isometric immersion of M into S. Let a be the second fundamental
form of /:
= DXJ.X2 - / * V £ X 2
for any vector fields Xι and X2 on M. When we say that the normal space to f at o is
spanned by the second fundamental form, we mean by definition that the real tangent
space T
δ
S at δ is spanned by f*(X) and a(X,Xf) (X,Xf G T 0 M). Note that the
normal space to / at o is spanned by the second fundamental form if and only if / is
infinitesimally full of order two at o. In particular, when / is a complex hypersurface,
/ is not totally geodesic if and only if it is infinitesimally full of order two at a point.
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Theorem 4.1. Let S be a simply connected Hermitian symmetric space S and M
a connected Kdhler manifold. Denote by R the Riemannian curvature of S. Let f and
f be holomorphic and isometric immersions of M into S. Let a and a' be the second
fundamental forms of f and f respectively. Suppose
(i) the normal space to f at a point o is spanned by the second fundamental form,
(ϋ)
R(f*(Xι)J*(X2),f«(X3),a(X4,X5))
= R(f:(X1)J't(X2)
for any vector fields X
v
 on M (1 < v < 5),
(iii)
fi), /:(X2), α'(X3, *4), a'(X5,
R(f,(Xι), a(X2, X3), αpQ, X6), a(X6, X7))
R(a(Xl,X2), a(X3, X4), a(X5, X6), a(Xr, X8))
for any tangent vector X^ to M at o (1 < z/ < 8).
Then the normal space to f at o is also spanned by the second fundamental form
and there exists uniquely a holomorphic and isometric transformation F of S such that
f = F o / on M.
Proof. The assertion is immediately obtained from Theorem 3.2 and the identities
fίj = α'(/i,/ί) + ΣfcΛ£./iί,
where Λ^ are the Christoffel symbols of the Levi-Civita connection of M. Π
5. Case where ambient space is a complex space form
A complex space form is a simply connected, complete Kahler manifold of con-
stant holomorphic sectional curvature. According to the signature of curvature, it is
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holomorphically isometric to a complex projective space, a complex vector space, or
its unit disc with certain metrics. In this section we consider the case where S is a
complex space form. A holomorphic mapping / of a connected complex manifold M
into S is said to be full if its image is not included in any totally geodesic complex
submanifold of S c^f. [1]). We shall show that the holomorphic mapping / is full if
and only if it is infinitesimally full.
Let Of(ό) be the complex linear subspace of T£ S spanned by all (//)0 Note that
Of (ό) is independent upon the choice of local holomorphic coordinate system.
Proposition 5.1. If dimcO/(o) < N, then there exists a complete, totally geo-
desic complex hypersurface H of S through b such that f(M) C H.
Proof. By virtue of complex space form, there exists a complete, totally geodesic
complex hypersurface H of S through b such that O/(o) C T~~H. We shall prove that
/(M) C H. We may assume that the coordinate system (17; wl, . . . , WN) around b is
so chosen that H Π U is defined by WN — 0 and that
(5.1) Γ?
ιβ
(w1,...,wN-ί,0) = 0 (l<r,s<N-l).
We have first
(5.2) / f (o) = dwN((f!)0) = 0 for all /.
To prove /(M) C H, it will suffice to show dιfN (o) — 0 for every multi-indices /.
We need lemmas.
Lemma 5.1. Let a be a positive integer. Suppose that djfN(o) = 0 for any
I e Ia. Then for any smooth function Y on U such that Γ = 0 on H Π U, <9/(Γ o /)
vanishes at o for any I G Ia.
Proof. For any r = 1, 2, . . . , TV — 1, dT/dwr have the same properties as Γ. The
assertion can be obtained by induction on |/| from the identities
r=l
Let dw^ be the complex 1-form along / defined by the smooth assignment p ι
f r o m U i n t o T
*^*
D
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Lemma 5.2. Let a be a positive integer. If dιfN (o) = 0 for any I G Ta, then
(DIdw1Jl)((d/dwr)f) = 0at o for every r = 1,.. ., TV - 1 and I G J α .
Proof. We proceed by induction on α. Set ^ sir(p) = Σ?=ι Γ?,r(/(>))<%/*(£) f°r
The assertion is obvious for a = 1 from
N-l
(5.3) Didwf = —
r=l
,,N
and 7^(0) = 0. Assume that our assertion is true for α. Suppose dκfN(o) = 0 for
any K G J α + 1 , and we have in particular DIdWfί((d/dwr)f) — 0 at o for any / G J α .
Now if I/I < α, then it follows from (5.3)
(5.4) DjDtdw? = - Σ /
where the summation Σ / is taken over certain multi-indices /' and /" such that
I /" | = α. On the other hand,
(5.5)
where the summation Σ / ' i s taken over certain /i and 72 such that |/ι | + \h = \I'\
In (5.5), 9/^Γ^ o /)( 0 ) = 0 by Lemma 5.1, and dl2difN(o) = 0 by the assumption.
We have then dπ£(o) = 0. Hence from (5.4), DIDidwf((d/dwr}f) = 0 at o for
any r ( l < r < 7 V — 1), which completes the induction. Π
Now we return to the proof of Proposition 5.1. We prove by induction on α that
dιfN (o) = 0 for all / such that |/| < α. It is obvious for α = 1. We assume
that the assertion is true for α. Let / be an arbitrary multi-index of order α. From
ΘifN = dw(fi), we have
where the summation Σ / ^s taken over certain I' and I" such that |/'| + \I"\ = \I\.
By Lemma 5.2 together with (5.2) and the assumption of induction, each term of the
right-hand side vanishes at o, which completes the induction. Thus we have finished
the proof of Proposition 5.1. Π
Corollary 5.1. A holomorphic mapping of a connected complex manifold into a
complex space form is full if and only if it is infinite simally full.
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REMARK 5.1. This corollary differs from Corollary 2.1 of [5] in two points:
firstly, the present "infinitesimally full" condition is somewhat different from the cor-
responding one in [5], and secondly only holomorphic immersions are considered in
[5].
If 5 is a complex space form,
with certain constant K. Lemma 3.4 tells us that both the conditions (ii) and (iii) of
Theorem 3.2 are then consequences of (i). This means that Theorem 3.2 substantially
includes Theorem 3.1.
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